SUNDAY, DEC 22

1:00 PM

CRYSTALS IN ART TOUR | Meet at Exhibition Entrance
Take a guided tour through Crystals in Art: Ancient through Today and discover how this material has captivated people across the world for thousands of years.

2:00, 3:00 PM

SNOW, BY STONELION PUPPET THEATRE | Great Hall
Oh, the weather outside is frightful, but puppets are so delightful! Dance the Penguin Shuffle, watch the Ice Skating mouse, or bounce along with Frosty the Snowman.

1:00 – 4:00 PM

YES TO PLAY! | Bellows & Cassatt Classrooms
Have fun celebrating the importance of play with Emma Tempest

WINTER CRITTERS | Durand & Estes Studios
Design your very own winter critter using model magic and markers.

BUTTON MAKING | Modern Art Gallery
Create your own custom button inspired by works in our collection.

MONDAY, DEC 23

1:00 – 4:00 PM

TAPE RESIST WINTER CANVASES | Durand & Estes Studios
Rip, tape, and peel! Design a cool winter artwork using a tape resist technique.

MARSHMALLOWS SNOW FORTS | The Studio
Make a beautiful snow fort using marshmallows and toothpicks.

ZUMBA | Bellows & Cassatt Classrooms
Have a family dance party!

SUNDAY, DEC 21

1:00 – 3:00 PM

ART CART | Galleries
Try hands-on activities in the galleries with your family!

1:00 – 4:00 PM

COOKIE DECORATING | Durand & Estes Studios
Decorate delicious sugar cookies with icing.

WINTER SNOWFLAKES | The Studio
Design a colorful snowflake! Use do-a-dots and oil pastels to make them pop!

BEADED ICICLES | Bellows & Cassatt Classrooms
Create a beautiful beaded icicle using winter beads and wire!

TUESDAY, DEC 24

CHRISTMAS EVE | MUSEUM CLOSED

WEDNESDAY, DEC 25

CHRISTMAS DAY | MUSEUM CLOSED

THURSDAY, DEC 26

1:00 – 4:00 PM

GEOID TILES | Durand & Estes Studios
Create a geode-inspired ceramic tile using sharpies and rubbing alcohol.

FAMILY FILM | Bellows & Cassatt Classrooms
Relax and enjoy a winter film while snacking on popcorn.

BUTTON MAKING | Modern Art Gallery
Create your own custom button inspired by works in our collection.

Sign Language Interpretation available upon request, with advanced notice, based on availability. Assistive Listening Devices available. To schedule, contact Access@CrystalBridges.org, or call 479.657.2415.
FRIDAY, DEC 27
1:00 – 3:00 PM
ART CART | Galleries
Try hands-on activities in the galleries with your family!

1:00 – 4:00 PM
BEADED ICICLES | Durand & Estes Studios
Create a beautiful beaded icicle using winter beads and wire!

WINTER SNOWFLAKES | The Studio
Design a colorful snowflake! Use do-a-dots and oil pastels to make them pop!

ZUMBA | Bellows & Cassatt Classrooms
Have a family dance party!

SATURDAY, DEC 28
1:00 – 3:00 PM
ART CART | Galleries
Try hands-on activities in the galleries with your family!

WINTER FILM | Great Hall
Relax and enjoy a winter film while snacking on popcorn.

WINTER CRITTERS | Durand & Estes Studios
Design your very own winter critter using model magic and markers.

YES TO PLAY! | Bellows & Cassatt Classrooms
Have fun celebrating the importance of play with Emma Tempest!

SUNDAY, DEC 29
2:00 PM
THE SLAPSTICK CIRCUS, BY RICHARD RENNER | Great Hall
Come see the Vodvill Klown performing circus tricks and pantomime techniques!

1:00 – 4:00 PM
TAPE RESIST WINTER CANVASES | Durand & Estes Studios
Rip, tape, and peel! Design a cool winter artwork using a tape resist technique!

BUTTON MAKING | Modern Art Gallery
Create your own custom button inspired by works in our collection!

MONDAY, DEC 30
NOON YEAR’S EVE EVE

FRIDAY, JAN 3
1:00 – 3:00 PM
ART CART | Galleries
Try hands-on activities in the galleries with your family!

1:00 – 4:00 PM
WATERCOLOR | Great Hall
Paint with artist Tram Colwin and make watercolor landscapes inspired by the grounds of Crystal Bridges.

WINTER CRITTERS | Durand & Estes Studios
Design your very own winter critter using model magic and markers.

WINTER FILM | Bellows & Cassatt Classrooms
Relax and enjoy a winter film while snacking on popcorn.

TUESDAY, DEC 31
NEW YEAR’S EVE | MUSEUM CLOSED